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ABSTRACT 

Neutron multiplication and exponential measurements were condxted with 

Pu-Al alloy fuel elements in light water moderated lattices; a hexagonal 

pattern was used for the lattices which were fully water reflected, The 

critical mass was determined for 240inch high cylinders by neutron multip- 

lication measurements. The extrapolation length and bucklings for the 

lattices were determined by equating the buckling ewreasion from the 

exponential measurements to the buckling expression for the critical size 

as determined~ from the neutron multiplication measurements. These, equations 

were then solved for the extrapolation length and buckling. The critical . 

mass for spherical geometry was calculated from the measured bucklirq 

and extrapolation length. 

The ininim critical mass for the Al-5 weight percent plutonium alloy 

rods' in light water was 1.5 IQ plutonium. The maximum buckling was, 

11,300 x lo- 6 cml 2 The effect on the critical mass of the ~~-240 (y5k) 

~8s determined from calculations; the results indicate the critical mass 

(including all isotopes) would be reduced by about 8.2$ in the absence of 

m-240, or to 1.38 xg m-239. 

A curve of the critical mass and buck& obtained from these experi- 

ments is shown. The various data are tabulated. 

INTROIXJCTION 

Critical mass data were needed for Pu-Al alloy fuel elements in support 

of the Plutonium Recycle Program for use in the preparation of nuclear 

safety specifications concerning the handling and storage of this kind 

of fissile material. About one thousand fuel elements would have been 

required for critical mass studies with the enrichment to be used in the 

Plutonium Recycle Ikst Reactor (1.8 w/o alloy). In order to reduce the 
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number of fuel elements needed for the experiments and hence save on fab- 

rication costs, fuel elements of higher enrichment were used in the experi- 

ments. Pu-Al fuel elements containing 5 w/o (26O elements) were thus fab- 

ricated for these studies0 - The data from the measurements with 5 w/o Pu 

alloy rods could then be used to correlate experiment and theory for this 

enrichment; the theory could then be extended to include the la8 W/G Pu 

alloy to be used in the PR!I!fL 

These experiments represent the first work on heteroger-xs F+Al 

water systems in the field cjf nuclear safety and hence provide data needed 

for the comparison of eweriment with theory and for es+&blishirg basic 

nuclear safety parameters for these types of systems(B 

EXPERIMEKCAL DISCUSSION 

The experimental techniques and assemblies will. be only briefly dis- 

cussed here since they were fully discussed in other reports (1,2,3,4,5) 

The fuel elements were Pu-Al alloy rods with 5 w/o Pu enrichment 

These rods were %inches long and 0.50~inch in diameter. They were 

clad in 0.030-inch Zircaloy-2 with 0,020-inch and 0.125~i'nch thick end 

caps. This gave a Zr/Pu atomic ratio of 3L92 and an Al/Pu atomic ratio 

of 1@3020. Figure 1 shows a mock-up of a disassembled rode The average 

rod contained lLO1 gms of Pu‘ The‘plutonium con-t&rued appro.x$matel.y 

five percent ~~-240. 

The experimnts were carried out in a four-foot diameter by five-foot 

deep tank of light water located is, the Hanfcrd Thermal Test Reactor 

reactor room0 The lattices were hewonal in shape and placed so as to 

provide effectively infinite water reflection on all side& The lattice 

plates were constructed from luciteO Safety circuits, neutron sources, and 

BF 3 counters for monitoring the neutron flux were adapted from'previous c 
experiments of this type on 3J$ enriched UPaniUm systems. (2) Figure 2 is 
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a picture of a typical lattice assembly. 

\ wqog4-4 

me neutron multiplication measurements were carried to within 96$ 

of the critical mass as determined from the inverse multiplication plots* 

The critical'number of rods, NC, was fcund from a least squares fit to 

the plot of the number of rods divided by the counting; rate (N/6) versus . 

the number of rods in the region between 85 - 96$ of criticality. It has 

been . . 
good 

shown that a straight line fit to this section of the plot is a very 

approximation. (5) 

The exponential experiments were conducted after the assemblies had 

been reduced safficiectly in size, since in order to conduct the exponen- 

tial experiments, iYwas necessary to'reduce the pile size from the near 

critical condition. 

Cylindrical geometry was approximated in the hexagonal l&tice usiw 

the equation, . 

where 

R 2 
cylihder = fi Nl? 

hr 

N = number of fuel rods, and 

1 = center to center fuel rod spacing 

The etirapolation length was determined by equating the 'buckling 

expression for the exponential measurements with the critical buckling as 

determined from neutron multiplication measurements, 

2 
*critical bucklAg = 

7r = 
h+2 

f 

Figure 3 is a plot of the values of x as determined from the above 

equation. The rather large errcrs in h result from the uncertainty in 

the critical size as well as the error in the measured relaxation length (bU). 
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Figure 4bshows a curve of the critical mass and buckling; determined from 

these experiments. Wble 1 lists the various experimental ~&EL 

THEORSWICAL DISCUSSIO[N 

me purpose of these experiments was to obtain information on Pu-&. 

alloy systems which could be used to correlate experiment and theory and 

thus obtain nuclear safety specifications on Pu-fi alloy system0 

Theoretical cticulations were performed using the "IDIOT*' code on 

the Hanford IBM 7090 computer0 6) T!he results of these calculations are 

shown in Figure 5. The minimum critical mass is quite accurately'pre- 

dieted, however, the theoretical curve is slightly displaced to-d a 

lower EI/pu ratloo For the higher H/Pu ratios, this.displacement results 

in a non-conservative e&imate of the critical mass, which from a nuclear 

safety point of view IS undesirable0 

A further effort to calculate the critLca1 mass was made by "homogen- 

iziqf the h&erogenous system by weighti% the concentration of 

materials in the various regions by the relative flux in the region0 

The relative fluxes were obtained from tfp3'V(used as a sub-routin?. in 

IDIOT) calculations on the computer, (7) The critical mass of the "homogen- 
.- 

iied" system W&S then determined using the- 18 group diffusion code '*g- 

Zoom" @-Zoom will not solve lattice problems-) on&he (8) computer.' Fidwre 

5 also shows the re!sults of these zalculations'u In this case 4&e caJ.cuU+ 

tions are always conservative and fairly accur&e for low H,/Pu ratios9 but 

become excessively conservative for the higher H/pU ratios0 

The work to COIT~.~~Z the experimental and theoretical data will 

continue0 

CCWLUSIaNS 

The minimum critical mass for th& five percer%~plutonium enricned Pu-Al 

alloy rods in spherical geometry was approximately lo5 I@ of pUo The maximum 
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buckling for these systems w&s approxim%tely 11,3OC x 10m6 cd2 

~~-240 tends to act as a poison for these thermal systems. Calcula- 

tions wer? made using the IDIOT code to determine the effect of pu-240 on 
I /\ 

the critical mass and buckling? Although the critical mass and but-kling 

values obtained from the calculations differ somewhat from the experimental 

results, the percentage changes, or differences in these quantities caused 

by the presence of ~~-240 should be nearly correct Thus, the calculations 

show the minimum critical mass wculd be reduced by approximately 8.2$ if 

no mu-240 were present0 Likewise, the maximum buckling would be increased 

approximately 2.5$ Hence, the minimum critical mass for a system contain- 

ing no ~~1-240 would be lo38 I@ Pu-239 and the maximum buckling would be 

11,600 x lo- cmT2 6 
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TABLE1 

SUMMARY OF CRITICALAPPRQA~HANDEXP~TIALMEASURENENTS 
WITH Al-5 W-to 46 Pu ALLOY RODS IN LIGHT WATER 

Uttice Critical No, 
spacing H/Pus +0/v Extrapolation of 24.in= rsda Critical Mass 

Experiment LWZth (U (inches)(E&9m ratio) Pu-Al Alloy 
l3qpQ 

(Cyls Gecmetq) (Spherical Geometry)(lO- cm- ) 

w 0 0075 217.8 1.17 8J.C! cmH 356~ (3e92 Q PIP) 3031 Q!? Pu* 9m5 

CA= ana ExpT 0.85 354J 1086 7.92 cm 23002 (2.54 & pu") 2,07 Q PUN w$39 

CoAo and Eqo Ocgo 426.8 2,23 7=93 cm 19210 (2.11 K& PM) 1070 Kg Pu* 12,261 

CoAo md Exp LOO 582.6 3.06 7573 cm 17~~ (1.87 IQ m*j 1953 m Pu* ~0~853 

CoAo and Eqt lo10 75501 . 3296 ?,34 cm 166c5 (1988 Kg PIA*> 1053 Kg Pu* lCJO7 ' )" P 
CAo and Ekpo 1020 gtioo 4c95 7003 cm . 18~1 (lcgg IQ PW) 1073 Kg Pu* 8,840 I 

CaAo and Expc 1030 1149 03 60 = 3 6s~4 cm 215c5 (2,37 . K& Pu*) 2012 m pu* 79@1 

ExlF '0 1050 l&9.2 8044 . 5.8~ crnH 3O?o5 (303g @ pU*) 3010 Kg Pus 5,332 

Ew?~ 1080 , o 2L22 3 12JO 5029 CM a 197 

Total FU inclu3ing all isotopes; the Pu r.or&ins approximately 5$ ~~-240. 

* Assumed values of A, extrapolated from curve. 

For those cases in which the exponential experiment (Exp~) only was conducted 
the critical number ofzods and critical mass were calculated from the 
measured bucl&ng*. 
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